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If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 17 Jul 2011 12:19
_____________________________________

 Hello every body. I have some skill in using Photoshop and if any one need picture I can make one for
them!!!

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 18 Jul 2011 11:51
_____________________________________

Mr. Voodoo I have made some thing, it might not be what you wanted if so then please tell me what you
want and the writing style you want me to use.

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by substick - 18 Jul 2011 12:28
_____________________________________

Wow your amazing  +karma for you 

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 18 Jul 2011 12:32
_____________________________________

substick wrote:

Wow your amazing  +karma for you That is nothing special it took me only 10 min  

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 23 Jul 2011 21:07
_____________________________________

Reality dude this is for you bro. 

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by substick - 23 Jul 2011 21:20
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_____________________________________

Im giving you special Karma  this comes from Florida 

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by Tunes - 24 Jul 2011 22:37
_____________________________________

Hey mate, you do make awesome dark designs!

Well, without pushing too much, could you do whenever you have the time, two banners ideas like this

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

|                                                             |

|              where ever you place it, I sign [TuNeS]]      |

|                                                             |

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

In a convenient banner sized pic

I intend to change my personal (rather dead) site luisantunes.pt into black grey white colors, why?  I
have photos and I intend to post walls of text in howtos'n'stuff, for me, its both topics that should be
presented without distracting colors or page elements, so black grey white for me is the way to go.

I would really thank it a lot! and if you pm your paypal, I might drop a gift 

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 24 Jul 2011 23:55
_____________________________________
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Tunes wrote:

Hey mate, you do make awesome dark designs!

Well, without pushing too much, could you do whenever you have the time, two banners ideas like this

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

|                                                             |

|              where ever you place it, I sign [TuNeS]]      |

|                                                             |

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

In a convenient banner sized pic

I intend to change my personal (rather dead) site luisantunes.pt into black grey white colors, why?  I
have photos and I intend to post walls of text in howtos'n'stuff, for me, its both topics that should be
presented without distracting colors or page elements, so black grey white for me is the way to go.

I would really thank it a lot! and if you pm your paypal, I might drop a gift Yee i will but i need to talk it over with you  and i dont need any gifts bro it is free

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 25 Jul 2011 00:16
_____________________________________

 Voodoo dude

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by substick - 25 Jul 2011 01:27
_____________________________________
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Hey  If you don't have too many sprays to makes  would you mine make me one  preferably light than dark  would really appreciate it if you could manage it  dw if you cant though 

Thanks in advance 

============================================================================

Re: If needed can make pictures for any one.
Posted by mrcrosssss - 25 Jul 2011 08:34
_____________________________________

Well I did something hope yo like it if not then lets talk  it over and I will make something else.  

============================================================================
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